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Reading through my July issue of Prospects I note that ShareFinder was then projecting
a share price decline that would begin around August 3. Furthermore, in my Richard
Cluver Predicts columns since then I have continued to warn of its imminence.
As I write, the ShareFinder graph
composite on the right continues a
unanimous prediction that the very
minor downturn that began on
Monday August 6 — three days
later than I had earlier predicted
— will continue until around
October 5.
It is obviously too soon to write “I
told you so” but if ShareFinder is
right the next few weeks will
present readers with probably the
last good buying opportunity
before Christmas.
Furthermore, this brief seasonal
retraction is also projected for
Wall Street: note the second
composite on the right which
suggests that New York stocks
will weaken fairly steadily until
mi d - D e c e m b e r . D o n o t e ,
however, that ALL the major
in dicat or s i n th e secon d
composite continue upwards
emphasising the point that the
current phase is likely to be very
short-lived.
My third composite suggests
similar declines in London and
Frankfurt though not, surprisingly,
in Paris.
Finally, my New Highs/New Lows
indicator which I have come to
place ever greater reliance upon
in the past few months, suggests
pretty conclusively that the
downturn has begun and, as the
green line of its projection
suggests, the weakness could last
at least until December.
Do note here that technical
analysis projections are seldom
100 percent accurate. The way to

use them is to look for coinciding views from a number of different data-sourced indicators and
having illustrated quite a spectrum of these coinciding views, I am reasonably confident that
the predicted market weakness will happen.
Do note, however, that whatever fancy terminology they employ, when central banks tinker
with the world’s monetary system supposedly to create financial liquidity in order to try to boost
the US, Britain and Europe out of their respective recessions, the long-term consequence is
always a dose of global inflation. Given the scale of repeated doses of “quantative easing” it
must be taken certain that a tidal wave of inflation is in store for us and the standard strategy
for investors faced with inflation is to buy blue chip shares so expect the long-term bull market
to continue once this weakness is over.
Monetary manipulation is a grossly irresponsible thing to do and it has already bankrupted the
major nations. But then allowing rampant inflation has long been the way that politicians have
“saved” their countries from overwhelming debt….by effectively devaluing the currency that
underpins their sovereign debt.
That is why, despite a sluggish world
economy, commodity and blue chip share
prices have continued rising. The graph
composite on the right illustrates how the
prices of key commodities like oil, copper
and platinum have risen steadily at
compound annual rates respectively of
27.2%, 18.5% and 12.2%.It also explains
why world food prices have been rising
rapidly. Between 2010 and 2011 the
global food price index rose 24%.
Readers should, furthermore, not console
themselves too much with the apparent
recent decline in the food price index
graph on the right. When food prices
begin declining in such circumstances it is
probable that people are cutting back on
consumption because they cannot afford
current prices.
Collectively these things do not bode well
for global stability, particularly here in
South Africa where 18 years of ANC rule
has seen the poor grow increasingly
poorer and township protest action rise
steadily. As Sampie Terreblanche,
Stellenbosch University emeritus
professor of econonomics, has warned this month, pre-revolutionary conditions now exist in
this country; part of the reason why I have launched an overseas investment fund and why I
will be touring the country later this month talking to clients about how to get on board. So far
as investors are concerned, these conditions argue for both a global spread of investments
and, as I argued in the July issue a concentration upon Blue Chip companies whose
management teams are sufficiently skilled and sufficiently innovative to be able to stay ahead
of the game and prosper at a time when others are floundering. At all costs avoid bonds!
The Prospects Portfolio

How then has the Prospects portfolio
prospered during this period?
Well we have made R525 000 on our
original investment of R1-million.
That is a compound annual average
growth rate of 30.9%. In the past 12
months it has delivered R40 584 in
dividends and at the rate dividends
are growing they will total R168 208
in five years time at which stage the
portfolio should be worth R5.365million.
Absa, as predicted, offered me a
selling opportunity at R141.18 on
August 3 which has left me with just one underperforming share Kumba As you can see, the
best performers to date have been Mr Price, up 133%, Shoprit up 87% and Pinnacle up 77%. I
now have R174 000 available for re-investment and I am poised to buy R74 000 worth of
Capitec if they get to R210 which could happen in the next few days. Alternatively I still have my
eyes on Clicks which I hope to get at R52 before the end of August. I am also watching MTN
which I will buy if it gets to between 130 and R140.
Underperformers
Listed below are all shares which are underperforming the Blue Chip averages in respect of price and
dividend growth rates over the past five years. Being an underperformer is not necessarily an argument
for disposing of any of these shares, but readers should note that if a share has failed to deliver above
average price growth over as long a period as five years, then it is unlikely in the short to medium term to
get much better. Some shares which feature in this list are gladly included in many portfolios of investors
seeking dividend income rather than pure capital growth. So before you decide to ditch any of these, do
your research carefully. To help you in this regard, we include a “Total Return” column which is the sum
of the dividend yield and the annualised capital growth rate over five years.

Top Performers:

Unit Trusts: The data below ranks unit trusts that have been in existence for at least ten years. They
are ranked in terms of the best performance over 10 years (Full) 5 years (Half) and the past year.
Trusts with the lowest Risk number are the least price-volatile.

